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Productivity Beast
CANCER CLINIC CAUSES WORST HEPATITIS OUTBREAK
IN US HISTORY In the small farming community of Fremont,
Nebraska, townspeople eagerly welcomed an acclaimed doctor as
the first full-time oncologist at their new cancer treatment centerbut the fanfare soon turned into a nightmare. During chemotherapy
treatments, 857 patients who were already waging the fights of their
lives against cancer, were inexplicably exposed to the deadly, bloodborne hepatitis C virus. At least ninety-nine of them contracted the
lethal illness. The horror was unprecedented-this was the largest
healthcare-transmitted outbreak of hepatitis C in American history.
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A Never Event-a term used to describe a preventable medical
tragedy-is a searing story of recklessness, deception and betrayal.
It's part mystery, part courtroom drama. Written by a survivor of the
tragedy and an attorney who represented many of the victims, A
Never Event is a wake-up call to medical and legal communities
nationwide. "[A] harrowing account I commend [McKnight's]
advocacy and efforts to raise awareness about healthcare-related
infections and other potentially life-threatening illnesses."-Hon.
Shelley Berkley, congresswoman, Nevada "The wake-up call to
doctors, nurses and to patients."-Joe Hardy, MD, Nevada State
Assembly "A 'must-read' for patients." -Charles Stokes, president
and CEO, CDC Foundation "[McKnight's] story has provided hope
to people across the nation."-Lawrence Sands, DO, MPH

Rhetoric of Transformation
Kat's life turned out far different than anything she could have ever
imagined. One day she was being chased in an alleyway and now
she's wondering who this man she fell for is. Being Awakened
means little when you feel like a caged animal. What good is being
immortal if you're no freer than a human? If the Prince has a
problem with that? He can take a seat with the others. Kat knows
what everyone has kept from her. You can't hide the truth forever.
The world needs a wake up call. The Awakened Prince isn't the one
in charge anymore. She is. And you know what? It's time to live by
Kat's rules. Only one person keeps trying to undermine her. The
Prince. It's time he backs off. Or does Julian have something left to
discover about himself that may change the game for every single
one of the Awakened, including Kat? That may change the entire
future of everyone involved, and may still Awaken something that
none of them had ever believed possible? Not all accidents are
innocent. Sometimes fate has to step in and lend a hand.
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Middle East Economic Digest
Jefferies addresses an extremely influential Christian theology that
he feels corrupts the Gospel, perverts God's grace, dismisses sin,
and produces false Christians and is embraced by numerous
churches that call themselves Conservative, Evangelical and/or
Bible-believing.

A Never Event
Cutting edge, pithy and provocative, this is a no-holds barred
analysis of business today that will entertain and appal you in equal
measure. This entertaining expose of the business world, reveals the
scandals, quirks, counter-intuitive behaviour and downright silliness
that make up business today. Based on rigorous research and
verifiable facts, combining revelation, story-telling and analysis,
this book will defy anyone to read it and not emerge betterinformed about the reality of business today. From the collective
inertia of middle management to the cowardly reluctance of CEOs
to stand out from the crowd, from the soap opera of working with
consultants to the mystery of why top executives’ salaries bear no
resemblance to the performance of their firms, Business Exposed
will entertain and appal you in equal measure. The author is widely
recognised as a new and emerging business guru, speaking of him
in 2009, the Financial Times said: “The London Business School
associate professor is a rising star and his pithy observations are
both accessible and authoritative.”

Business Exposed
Indoctrination disguised as education. The religion of climate
change enshrined. Witchcraft and the occult made mainstream. Fake
news. We live in a world where deception is rampant and true
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agendas are rarely revealed. Jesus foretold of this time as He
answered His disciples’ question: What will be the sign of your
coming and of the end of the age? Bible prophecy experts present
an analysis of today’s issues and events in Deceivers, revealing that
Christ’s prophecy is literally unfolding before us today. A
collection of 12 leading experts. Discover false prophets hiding
behind the thin veneer of religious half-truths Unveil the globalist
agenda behind diplomatic, judicial, and political hypocrisy Go
behind misleading headlines and entertainment illusions to discern
the truth.

The Wake-Up Call
It's Time to CLEAN HOUSE.

For the Next Generation
"I don't know about you, but I need all the help I can get when it
comes to spiritually jump-starting my day. Some days I get up and
it is all I can do to concentrate on a few verses of Scripture. Other
days I feel tempted to blow off my twenty minutes of reading
because I'm anxious that I have too much to do. On such days I
have found it helpful to have a source to direct my thoughts toward
God. I need a tool to help me rouse my weary spirit and prepare to
take on yet another day of kingdom building. In short, I need a
wake-up call. Do you? "So writes Will Davis Jr., in "Wake-Up
Calls." "Wake-Up Calls" helps bleary-eyed Christians to better see
God's kingdom. It deals practically with such topics as temptation,
sin, prayer, relationships, suffering, conflict, death and obedience
with honesty and in-your-face clarity. If you need a blast of
kingdom reality that cuts through the morning's spiritual fog, then
"Wake-Up Calls" is for you.
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Playing With Holy Fire
Emily's Blues is an excellent portrayal of a young girl as she
searched relentlessly for identity and a better life in an oppressive
society. Her struggle to find dignity and self-worth should inspire
girls around the globe to fight for the freedom and the respect they
deserve. All females will find something relative to their lives in
this emotional saga as Emily journeys from North Carolina, to New
York, New Jersey, Washington, DC, and finally she makes an East
to West odyssey finally in California where she does overcome, but
not without experiencing violence, threats and fear. The story
should serve as a wake-up call to males who are abusive to females
or refuse to acknowledge their worth and importance. It should
encourage fathers to become more involved in preparing their
daughters for the pitfalls they might encounter in their relationships
with males.

In the Wake of Wanting
A mile away the white beach of a little, land-locked bay shimmered
under the morning sun, and the drooping fronds of the cocos hung
listless and silent, waiting for the rising of the south-east trade.
"Paul," I said, "it is very hot here. Come on shore with me to the
native village, where it is cooler, and I will make you a big drink of
lime-juice." I helped him to rise-for he was weak from a bad attack
of New Guinea fever-and two of our native crew assisted him over
the side into my whaleboat. A quarter of an hour later we were
seated on mats under the shade of a great wild mango tree, drinking
lime-juice and listening to the lazy hum of the surf upon the reef,
and the soft croo, croo of many "crested" pigeons in the branches
above.

Destiny's Call
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What do you do after life has handed you a wake-up call?Author
Brian Seth Hurst experienced a significant professional setback, but,
rather than “soldier on,” he recognized it as a profound opportunity
to acknowledge a deeper foundation at work in his life. It is the
affirmation that there is sheer power in what one believes, and, for
better or worse, those beliefs are the foundation for the reality we
create.The question of “Why?” began a thirty-day inquiry and
adventure for Hurst into the unknown. The result is the book W H O
L E - a collection of powerful essays that examine how beliefs
serve, or do not serve, us in our lives, how those beliefs can be
transformed to change our circumstances, and the power of the
ultimate connection to Source.What do you do after life has handed
you a wake-up call? If you decide to remain awake, then you begin
looking at your life. W H O L E is your companion as you review
the past, balance all areas of your life, and begin to create anew.W
H O L E prompts a very personal, progressive, and conscious
examination of concepts and belief systems in every area of your
life, ranging from relationships, work and time, to money, the
environment, morality and your purpose. It asks provocative and
thoughtful questions that lead to understanding.How do your
reconcile everything that has happened and is happening in your life
with the one you truly want? The good and the bad, the joy and the
hurt, the wins and the losses - all those parts form the experience of
your life and your identity. Yet, you are much greater than the sum
of all those parts.W H O L E allows you to make sense of the pieces
of your life as part of the greater being that is You.W H O L E
presents you with the opportunity to reconcile the past, arrive
wholly connected in the present, and create your future.W H O L E
literally answers the question, “What was I thinking?”“To know
“whole” in the duality of your reality, you must know broken.To
know broken is to recognize that you are, always have been, and
always will be WHOLE.”
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Small Ball
Hyper-Grace
Star basketball player Anthony Odunsi is faced with the biggest
"wake up" call of his life. Should he stay in the game that he loved
since the age of 11 and live out his dreams as a professional
basketball player? Or should he venture out and pursue a life and
career outside the world of basketball? This story is an uncanny
approach to the sports life through the eyes of a young Nigerian
basketball player that shattered cultural and racial limitations, but
not without controversy. Under the constant scrutiny of being a
student-athlete, he makes mistakes along the way that ultimately
influence his decision to attend 4 different colleges in 4 years. This
transparent life story keeps you on the edge of your seat, giving you
a raw look into the competitive sport with an insider's view, as
Anthony deals with adversity, depression, and thoughts of suicide.
It's a competitive world, where few make it to the top.Have you
ever wondered what it takes to be a successful athlete? Do you
question whether your athletic ability is good enough to make the
cut? The Wake Up Call, Exposing the Truth About Basketball, is
the story that gives you a behind the scenes look at the relentless
world of sports.

The Call of the Wild
Whole
FUN FACT: "Becoming Zara" is a standalone novella, but if you're
following the character of Samantha Bradford as she crosses off the
items of her bucket list (the Single Wide Female Series), this is the
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book that Samantha publishes to complete her bucket list item #18
(Publish a Book). Note: You can download #1 Learn Pole Dancing
of that series for free. *** Hi, I'm Zarawarrior princess. I don't
usually tell that last bit to strangers, but I say it in my head all the
time. It's one of the many mantras that have helped me to get to
where I am today. And believe me when I say that I've come a long
way. Besides, if you're a woman and you happen to have ever
struggled with issues of self-esteem, we're probably gonna be fast
friends anyway, so I won't hold anything (much) back. Oh, and Zara
wasn't the name I was born with-but you'll find out more about that
in the book. I don't know about you, but my own struggle with my
weight has held me back a bit in life. And my self-esteem took a
real nose dive after my fiance dumped me-via text, no less. (I know,
right? Jerk!but I don't usually dwell on things in the past, so let's
just move right along from that, shall we?) So, I'm still a work-inprogress for sure, but I'm really starting to figure it all out-how to be
more of who I'm meant to be every day-including the bumps, the
lumps, and my bruised ego along the way. Oh and I love my
sisterhood (more about that later) - the women who join me in
believing that we are all capable of being strong, amazing, warrior
princesses-just the way we are right now."

Cancer As a Wake-Up Call
Wake-up Calls
"Wake Me Up" is a unique coloring book for women. This book
contains illustrations of emotions and feelings of joy, freedom,
courage, inspiration and love. Each artwork is highlighted by a
motivating quote or a thought-provoking question. The book is
motivating. Every illustration calls the reader to action. The book is
intimate. There are some pages for the readers' to reveal their deep
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thoughts, goals and dreams. The illustrations visualize desires. The
reader is not just an observer, but also a participant. Each
illustration delivers a message and when coloring they bring this
message out of the book pages to their lives. The book is symbolic.
To wake up the book you need to color it. You'll wake up the book
and it will wake up you.

Insurance Availability in Communities at Risk of
Natural Disaster
Good Mornings: Wake-Up Calls for Life
Apocalypse Emergency—Love's Wake-Up Call is about a
frightening global predicament that everyone seems to be aware of
but which few people are giving the attention and seriousness it
deserves. Why people would do that and why the media would be
inclined to shy away is understandable. We simply have no way of
comprehending the magnitude of what is happening—the end of life
on Earth—nor how fast it is occurring—likely in our lifetime—since no
living thing on this planet in its multibillion year history has had to
face what we are.The environmental collapse now occurring can be
compared to a trillion-alarm fire with everyone looking the other
way. We need to respond to it with the urgency of being in a world
war, marshaling all available national and world resources and not
with the complacency of a boy-scout litter pick-up
campaign."Love's Wake-Up Call" goes back and forth between the
horrors that are possible and this unique situation with the potential
so strong to bring humans to raise themselves up and be led by their
better angels more than any other time. At no other time in the
history of the world was the truth of the saying "we're all in this
together" more patently true.
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Exposing Myself
"A traditionally educated oncologist presents a cutting-edge, wholeperson approach to cancer's treatment and causes. Cancer as a WakeUp Call is an easy-to-read guide to an integrative approach to
preventing and treating cancer. Conventional medicine focuses on
attacking cancer cells, but doesn't address why a person gets sick.
But cancer is a systemic disease manifesting a global condition
locally. In this well-researched volume, oncologist Mariacute; a
Laura Nasi, MD offers holistic approaches to cancer. Rather than
trying to disprove traditional methods of dealing with cancer, she
demonstrates the limitations of seeing and treating cancer merely as
an invader that must be eradicated; why do some people's bodies
metabolize mutations without forming cancer while someone else
exposed to the same carcinogens develops cancer? Why do some
people see cancer return after it's eradicated while others see no
remission? Nasi invites the reader to look at cancer from a wholeperson perspective that takes into account experiences,
environment, and the full picture"--

A Wake Up Call
Concise reasons, tips & methods for making patient engagement
effective. The third book by e-Patient Dave, cancer beater, blogger,
internationally known keynote speaker and advocate for patient
engagement; co-founder and past co-chair of the Society for
Participatory Medicine. Profile: www.ePatientDave.com/about-dave
The book's web page: http://epatientdave.com/let-patients-help
Buyers of the earlier pre-release editions will be offered 50% off on
this final edition. Stay tuned for details.

Encyclopedia of World Biography: Raffles-Schelling
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Every so called, Black man, woman, child wants to believe that
slavery is over.The reason being for this belief is because times
have changed.But thats not true, times may have change, and the
institution of slavery has changed with it, in how its introduced.
Slavery has taken on a new form, and its through words, words that
would imprison our minds

The Call of the South
The Democratic National Committee chair and Florida
Congresswoman calls for strategic changes in such areas as energy,
healthcare and the economy to secure American livelihoods and
stability for the next generation, citing political practices that are
compromising national interests. (This book was previously
featured in Forecast.) 75,000 first printing.

The Wake-Up Call
Exposing trafficking, theft, fraud, and gambling in the major
leagues, a founding member of the MLB's Department of
Investigations reveals a news-breaking true story of power and
corruption. In the wake of 2005's sometimes contentious, sometimes
comical congressional hearings on performance-enhancing drugs in
baseball and the subsequent Mitchell Report, Major League
Baseball established the Department of Investigations (DOI). An
internal and autonomous unit, it was created to not only eliminate
the use of steroids, but also to rid baseball of any other illegal,
unsavory, or unethical activities. The DOI would investigate the
dark side of the national pastime--gambling, age and identity fraud,
human trafficking, cover-ups, and more--with the singular purpose
of cleaning up the game. Eduardo Dominguez Jr. was a founding
member of that first DOI team, leaving a stellar career with the
Boston Police Department to join four other "supercops"--a group
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that included a 9/11 hero, a mob-buster, and narcotics
experts--keeping watch over Major League Baseball. A decorated
detective as well as a member of an FBI task force, Dominguez was
initially reluctant to leave his law-enforcement career to work fulltime in baseball. He had already seen the game's underbelly when
he worked as a resident security agent (RSA) for the Boston Red
Sox in 1999 and become wary of the game's commitment to any
kind of reform. Only at the persuasion a widely respected NYPD
detective tapped to lead the DOI did Dominguez agree to join the
unit, which was the first--and last--of its kind in major American
sports. "We could clean up this game," his new boss promised. In
Baseball Cop, Dominguez shares the shocking revelations he
confronted every day for six years with the DOI and nine as an
RSA. He shines a light on the inner workings of the commissioner's
office and the complicity of baseball's bosses in dealing with the
misdeeds compromising the integrity of the game. Dominguez
details the investigations and the obstacles--from the Biogenesis
scandal to the perilous trafficking of Cuban players now populating
the game to the theft of prospects' signing bonuses by buscones,
street agents, and even clubs' employees. He further reveals how the
mandates of former senator George Mitchell's report were modified
or ignored altogether. Bracing and eye-opening, Baseball Cop is a
wake-up call for anyone concerned about America's national
pastime.

Antagonists, Advocates and Allies
Combining personal stories of women's surgical experiences with
the most recent medical data, this book offers a unique exploration
into the issues surrounding hysterectomy, ovary removal, and
hormone replacement. This book provides much needed
information to clarify the confusion around HRT since the WHI
study was released in July 2002. Women do not need to suffer
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needlessly.

Wake Me Up!
In a world where many want benefits without responsibilities; are so
concerned with looking successful rather than being successful;
manipulative instead of being inspiring; demanding respect without
respect for self first; are negotiating with kids instead of parenting
kids; love entertainment more than education; focus on charisma
than character; build houses but lose homes, the wisdom to navigate
through life is necessary. A wake up call - why sleep at such a time
as this? Highlights issues and gives solutions for one to navigate
through life effectively.

A Wake-up Call
Apocalypse Emergency
The Messenger
Destiny's Call brings to life scenes, stories and characters from the
Book of Genesis. In captivating fictional short stories, Destiny's
Call gives a glimpse of the struggles of the Patriarchs and
Matriarchs, the birth and conflicts of the Tribes of Israel, and a
deeper exploration of some of the colorful characters depicted in the
Bible. Destiny's Call relies heavily on biblical and archeological
sources. The book includes questions for discussion, detailed handdrawn maps of the ancient world, recreated genealogical records
and timeline, an index of biblical references, and a glossary of
biblical terms. Ben-Tzion Spitz is the author of the Torah Shorts
blog (at ben-tzion.com), where he has published dozens of biblical
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fiction stories and biblical analysis based on ancient, medieval and
contemporary sources. Spitz has been exploring and researching
biblical stories and archeological findings for over two decades. He
is also the creator and lecturer of the Biblical Fiction series in
Jerusalem, Israel.

Can't Knock the Hustle
A truly remarkable story of a woman who went through 37 years of
hell to then experience the appearance of an Indian guide called
White Arrow who changed her lfe completely. After ten years of
being a Medium helping others, White Arrow asked her to send
seven symbols he had given her, to the American Indians in
Montana. The explanation of the symbols were to send her on a
path that no man has ever taken or witnessed before; Montana,
Egypt, Mexico, Amazon, Jerusalem and North Dakota. Over one
hundred and fifty drawings that have been translated by experts
gave proof that her guide had been here before as Jesus
Christ.White Arrow has come with friends from other Galaxies to
help him on his mission to save the dying Earth - to stop men
destroying the very thing that we need to survive: The Rainforests
of the Earth.Aliens, Moses, The Virgin Mary, Imhotep, Isis, Horus,
Albert Einstein etc - all must be read and heard. This is a book that
must be read by men and women eveywhere. A warning at the end
of the book that will leave us with fear if we do nothing. A book
that will leave everyone wondering how this all came about.

Emily's Blues
Presents brief biographical sketches which provide vital statistics as
well as information on the importance of the person listed.

Weapons of Whiteness
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Television's most controversial--and sensationalistic--talk-show
host discusses his bicultural upbringing, his career as a civil rights
attorney, his rise in television journalism, his four marriages, and
his talk show

Becoming Zara
As two veteran teachers who have taught thousands of students, Joe
Clement and Matt Miles have seen firsthand how damaging
technology overuse and misuse has been to our students. Rather
than becoming better problem solvers, kids look to Google to
answer their questions for them. Rather than deepening students'
intellectual curiosity, educational technology is too often
cumbersome and distracting, causing needless frustration and
greatly extending homework time. Rather than becoming the great
equalizer, electronic devices are widening the achievement gap. On
a mission to educate and empower parents, Clement and Miles
provide many real-world examples and cite multiple studies
showing how technology use has created a wide range of cognitive
and social deficits in our young people. They lift the veil on what's
really going on at school: teachers who are powerless to curb cell
phone distractions; zoned-out kids who act helpless and are
unfocused, unprepared, and antisocial; administrators who are tooeasily swayed by the pro-tech "science" sponsored by corporate
technology purveyors. They provide action steps parents can take to
demand change and make a compelling case for simpler, smarter,
more effective forms of teaching and learning.

Deceivers
September 11th, 2001 was America's wake up call to terrorism.
Unfortunately, we hit the snooze alarm. The next wave of terror
attacks won't be nation shaking, cataclysmic events. We're ready for
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that. Instead, they'll be minor, localized nightmares. Mere pinpricks
to our country, but catastrophic to the small towns that find
themselves in the crosshairs. Worst of all, there's nothing we can do
to stop it from happening - or is there? A gritty novel extrapolated
from real world events, this fast-paced, riveting thriller will leave
you alarmed, angry, and awestruck at America's unpreparedness for
the next wave of terror attacks. Some might refer to it as death by a
thousand cuts, but the counterterrorism community calls it Small
Ball. Small Ball is an indictment of our woefully wrongheaded
security infrastructure and a testament to the resilience,
resourcefulness, and integrity of the average American. You'll
wonder why it hasn't happened already. Perhaps it's happening right
now

Y They Call Me Black
Good Mornings is designed as an easy and practical read, that can
beutilized at any time of the day but it

Screen Schooled
An urgent and informed look at the challenges America and world
governments will face in a post Covid-19 world. The Covid-19
pandemic has revealed that governments matter again, that
competent leadership is the difference between living and dying. A
few governments proved adept at handling the crisis while many
others failed. Are Western governments healthy and strong enough
to keep their citizens safe from another virulent virus—and protect
their economies from collapse? Is global leadership passing from
the United States to Asia—and particularly China? The Wake-Up
Call addresses these urgent questions. Journalists and longtime
collaborators John Micklethwait and Adrian Wooldridge identify
the problems Western leaders face, and outline a detailed plan to
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help them become more vigilant, better prepared, and responsive to
disruptive future events. The problems that face us are enormous; as
The Wake-Up Call makes clear, governments around the world
must re-engineer the way they operate to successfully meet the
challenges ahead.

Your Guide to Hysterectomy, Ovary Removal, &
Hormone Replacement
David Halberstam's classic The Breaks of the Game meets Michael
Lewis' Moneyball for the modern age, in an award-winning
journalist's behind-the-scenes account from the epicenter of sports,
social justice and coronavirus -- a lasting chronicle of the historic
2019-2020 NBA season, by way of the notorious Brooklyn Nets
and basketball's renaissance as a cultural force beyond the game.
The Brooklyn Nets were already the most intriguing startup in
sports: a team full of influencers, entrepreneurs and activists at the
heart of American culture, starring the controversial Kevin Durant
and Kyrie Irving. But this dynasty-in-the-making got disrupted by
the unforeseen. One tweet launched an international scandal pitting
Brooklyn's Chinese owner and the NBA's commissioner against its
players and LeBron James. Then came the death of Kobe Bryant, a
tragic shock in an already turbulent season, as the league relaunched into a world of uncertainty with the entertainment
business following its lead: Covid-19 and a new civil-rights
movement put basketball's role in society to the ultimate test -- and
no team intersected with the extremes of 2020 quite like the
Brooklyn Nets. Can't Knock the Hustle crosses from on the court,
where the A-list meets the underdog, to off the court, as players
march through the streets of Brooklyn, provoke Donald Trump at
the White House and fight for social justice from the NBA's bubble
experiment in Disney World. Hundreds of interviews -- with Hall-ofFamers, All-Stars, executives, coaches and power-brokers from
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across the globe -- provide a backdrop of the NBA's impact on
social media, race, politics, health, fashion, fame and fandom, for a
portrait of a time when sports brought us back together again, like
never before.

Dark Illusions
"Millions of Americans are taking prescription drugs made in China
and don't know it-- and pharmaceutical companies are not eager to
tell them. This probing book examines the implications for the
quality and availability of vital medicines for consumers"--Provided
by publisher.

Baseball Cop
Buck, living in comfort on an estate in California, is kidnapped and
shipped to the Klondike. He becomes leader of a sledge-team and,
after some hair-raising adventures, finally abandons human
civilization and runs wild with the wolves.

Let patients heltp : a patient "engagement" handbook
- how doctors, nurses, patients and caregivers can
partner for better care
The great deception of the 21st century At a time when the church
needs an urgent wake-up call and a fresh encounter with Jesus, the
hyper-grace message is lulling many to sleep. Claiming to be a new
revelation of grace, this teaching is gaining in popularity, but is it
true? Or is the glorious truth of grace being polluted by errors,
leading to backsliding, compromise, and even the abandonment of
faith? Hyper-Grace looks at the major teachings put forth by many
adherents of this “grace reformation” and prayerfully compares
those teachings with the Word of God, answering questions such as:
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· How do our sins affect our relationship with God? · What is the
relevance of the Old Testament to our faith? · What does Jesus
actually have to say about grace? Without watering down the
Bible’s true message of grace, Michael Brown gives you the facts,
demonstrating the dangers of this seductive message and showing
you how to keep from being taken in.

China Rx
Would you like to get more done, enjoy more free time, and
increase your financial success? ***FREE BONUS: a Productivity
WORKBOOK just for you*** Imagine being able to create more
wealth and free time in your life. How would you feel if you could
spend this extra time with your loved ones or doing things you
enjoy? What if you could transform your relationship with time and
learn to value it enough to become its master? This book will take
you from imagining these things to actually experiencing them.
You'll discover an astoundingly powerful approach to productivity,
inspired by the work of world-renowned experts on the topic, from
productivity specialists Brian Tracy and Jim Rohn to personal
development masters like Steve Pavlina, and even multimillionaires
like Dan Lok. You'll go from procrastination to getting things done.
Now, you might be thinking, "Okay, but there are myriads of
productivity books out there. What makes this one so special?"
That's a great question. Here are 4 reasons why you should buy this
book: 1.This book offers a fresh, new approach to productivity. This
isn't the same old same old that's recycled throughout so many
books on the market. What you'll learn in this book will
dramatically change the way you think of productivity and will
allow you to drastically increase your efficiency. 2. You'll receive a
productivity workbook at no extra cost to help you take action and
ensure that you get real results. Many books give you helpful
information but don't tell you how to use it, leaving you floundering
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despite your new knowledge. Not so with this book. It contains
invaluable information and I'm dedicated to making sure that you
get the most out of it. The free workbook is just one of several ways
that I'll support you along the way. 3. You'll learn only the most
powerful productivity techniques. What I'll teach you are simple yet
powerful techniques. Nothing less! No fluff, no short-term
productivity hacks and tips that don't work in the long-run. 4. It
comes with a LIFETIME money-back guarantee. My goal is to
provide quality content to my readers. If you are not satisfied with
this book, you can contact me for reimbursement at any time. You
have nothing to lose! Now for the Benefits You'll Get from
Applying What is Taught in this Book: You'll enjoy more free time,
and you can spend it however you see fit! You'll achieve goals and
tasks that truly matter to you as you learn to replace procrastination
with daily action. You'll reap long-term financial success as you
shift your perception of productivity. Your self-esteem will increase
dramatically and you'll respect yourself more and more each day as
you consistently accomplish what you set out to do. Here is a
Preview of What You'll Learn: The REAL reason you aren't
productive. Why getting things done is so difficult. Why
productivity hacks rarely work. How and why you devalue your
time. How to overcome procrastination and turn yourself into a
massive action-taker. How to plan your day for maximum
productivity. How to use extreme focus to unleash your
productivity. How to use the 1 X 1 X 1 Rule to supercharge your
productivity. How the power of leverage can take your productivity
to a whole new level. The 7 most powerful questions you should
ask yourself every day. Much, much more! Time is your most
valuable asset. So, would you like to learn how to make better use
of it for less than the price of a cup of coffee? You wouldn't have
read up to this point if you weren't serious about making better use
of your precious time. Now, you can go back to procrastinating or
click the BUY BUTTON and download your copy today! The
choice is yours.
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